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background:  Prior studies have evaluated baseline Pd/Pa (mean coronary artery/mean aorta pressure) ratio as well as iFR 
(instantaneous wave-free ratio obtained during entire period of diastole) to predict fractional flow reserve (FFR) ≤0.8. Since most of the flow 
occurs during diastole, we hypothesized a simple end diastolic pressure measurement in the coronary artery distal to stenosis may perform 
adequately to predict FFR, obviating a need to measure Pd/Pa or iFR.
methods:  Of 926 FFR measurements performed in a large tertiary care center over the last 4 years, we included 555 measurements with 
adequate baseline tracing data. Baseline diastolic coronary and aorta pressures were manually measured. Operating test characteristics 
of this new index, coronary aorta diastolic pressure index (CADPI), were measured against the criterion standard of FFR ≤0.8 to detect 
significant ischemia.
results:  The mean CADPI was 0.95±0.08. The mean FFR was 0.85±0.09. CADPI was strongly correlated with baseline Pd/Pa (0.86; 
p<0.0001). The receiver operating area under the curve (AUC) for predicting FFR was 0.82 for CADPI and 0.89 for baseline Pd/Pa. For 
a CADPI of <0.8, there were no false positives with 100% specificity and for CADPI of >1.16, there were no false negatives with 100% 
sensitivity.
Conclusion:  Simple end diastolic pressure measurement at baseline in the coronary arteries can generate reasonable accuracy and an 
AUC of 0.82, obviating the need for adenosine infusion in those with a CADPI ratio of <0.8 or >1.16.
 
